
 

An ACEC Proposal for Balanced Indemnification Provisions 

In 2012, ACEC Washington led a successful effort to amend RCW 4.24.115, the “anti-indemnification statute”, to 

include architectural and engineering services its protections.”  Prior to that change, A/E firms could be and were held 

liable to indemnify owners for losses that were not causally linked to a firm’s own acts or omissions (i.e. lack of 

negligence).   

After passage public owners were forced to address their indemnification provisions, but did so with varying degrees 

of adherence to the statutory changes.  There was also one specific provision that was broadly promulgated amongst 

municipalities and also used by other public owners.  This provision is what ACEC Washington has come to call the 

“standard indemnification provision.”  This provision generally contains a paragraph that makes indemnitors liable for 

all losses and costs (just as before passage of the amendment).  Then there is second paragraph usually then provides 

that, if the contract is subject to RCW 4.24.115, then the indemnitor is liable only for their own negligence.  

Notwithstanding, the interaction between the two paragraphs is uncertain, the legal theories involved confusing, the 

arguable extent of damages is large, and the possibility of insurance coverage being denied is real. 

Notwithstanding this situation, we did not want to just suggest an alternative and argue about wording differences.  

We believed that this would not have been constructive and would have, instead, only have led to intractable 

posturing.  So, we decided to take a different approach, even though is would be much more effort and time 

consuming.  We started with the premise that thoroughly explaining “why” we were arguing for changes would be 

equally as important as the “what” we were arguing.  The first part was to begin early contact with public owners, 

their legal counsel, and even their insurers to hopefully lay the groundwork for a coming open a dialog regarding an 

indemnification provision which would be more fair and balanced and in the best interests of both parties. 

Of course, this area of the law is very complex, very nuanced, and not easily explained to not only laypersons, but also 

to attorneys, risk managers, and elected officials.  Regardless, we pushed forward and began writing a document 

outlining a different mindset.  Our goals was to explain (1) why this matters so much to A/E firms, (2) why this should 

equally matter to public owners, (3) why this negatively affects small, minority, and woman owned firms, and finally, 

(4) why there is a better and more balanced approach.  This effort has been completed with the publication of our 

paper: ACEC Proposal for a Balanced Indemnification Provision. 

This paper has already been delivered to the Washington Cities Insurance Authority (WCIA) for consideration as well 

as will be included in materials that will be discussed as part of a continuing legal education seminar next month where 

attorneys from all over the state will be in attendance.  We hope that the paper will also be the subject of a 

presentation at the American Publics Works Association (APWA) in the spring as well as at other seminars and 

meetings.  If you have any additional ideas or suggestions as to such groups or venues or if you would like to have a 

presentation regarding this paper internally in your firm, please contact Van Collins, vcollins@acec-wa.org, to discuss 

or schedule. 

This effort has been time consuming and has been accomplished with the substantial involvement of numerous ACEC 

Washington members.  ACEC Washington would very much like to express our thanks to these members.  However, 

there are a number of these individuals who are representatives of member engineering firms and who wish to 

maintain anonymity for obvious reasons.  Nonetheless, you all know who you are and your help has been invaluable!  

https://acec-wa.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/ACEC-Proposal-for-a-Balanced-Indeminification-Provision.pdf
mailto:vcollins@acec-wa.org


Thank you!  At the same time, there have been others who have provided extremely valuable assistance and are not 

subject to the same anonymity considerations.  So, we gladly extend our formal and public thanks to Jay Saroka and 

Chris Brumfield from Brown & Brown Pacific, Grant Degginger from Lane Powell PLLC, and Jeannine Ryan USI 

Insurance Services.  Without your thoughts, insights and expertise, this result would not have been possible.  Thank 

you on behalf of ACEC Washington and the entire consulting community! 

 

 


